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(4) When any articles of food not injurious to the health Compounds, 
of the person consuming the same are mixed 
together and sold or offered for sale as a com
pound, if such articles are distinctly labelled as 

5 a mixture, in conspicuous characters, forming an
inseparable part of the general label, which shall 
also bear the name and address of the manu
facturer ;

(//.) Every agricultural fertilizer shall be deemed to be Adulterated 
10 “ adulterated” within the meaning of this Act, if, when sold, tit 1 izer8‘ 

offered or exposed for sale, the chemical analysis thereof 
shows a deficiency of more than one per cent, of any of the 
chemical substances, the percentages whereof are required 
to be specified in the certificate by “ The Fertilizers Act,

15 1885” required to be affixed to each barrel, box, sack or 
package containing the same, or, if the agricultural fertilizer 
is in bulk, to be produced to the inspector ; or if it contains 
less than the minimum per centage of such substances 
required by the said Act to be contained in such fertilizer.

ANALYSIS.

20 3. The Governor in Council may appoint one or more per- Analysts may
sons possessing competent medical, chemical and microscop- be aPPointed- 
ical knowledge as analysts of food, drugs and agricultural 
fertilizers purchased, sold, or exposed or offered for sale within 
such territorial limits as are assigned to each of them res- chief analyst. 

26 pectively, and may also select from among the aforesaid 
analysts so appointed, or may appoint, in addition thereto, 
a chief analyst, who shall be attached to the staff of the 
Department of Inland Revenue at Ottawa.

4. The Governor in Council may cause such remuneration Remunera- 
30 lo be paid, to such chief analyst and to such analysts as he deems tl0n" 

proper, and such remuneration, whether by fees or salary, 
or plrtly in one way and partly in the other, may be paid to 
them out of any sums voted by Parliament for the purposes of 
this Act.

3? The officers of Inland Revenue, the inspectors and Certain offi- 
deputy inspectors of weights and measures, and the inspec- 
tors and deputy inspectors acting under “ 7he General In
spection Act, 1874,” or any of them, shall, when required so to 
do by any regulation made in that behalf by the Minister of 

40 Inland Revenue, procure and submit samples of food, drugs 
or agricultural fertilizers suspected to be adulterated, to be 
analyzed by the analysts appointed under this Act.

The council of any city, town, county or village may inspectors 
appoint one or more inspectors of food, drugs and agricul- powers?1'

45 tural fertilizers ; and such inspectors shall, for the purposes 
of this Act, have all the powers by this Act vested in offi
cers of Inland Revenue ; and any such inspector may require 
any public analyst to analyze any samples of food, drugs or 
agricultural fertilizers collected by him, if such samples 

50 have been collected in accordance with the requirements of 
this Act :


